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The Impact of Bias Correction and Model Selection

on Passing Temperature Thresholds

L. K. Gohar1 , J. A. Lowe1,2, and D. Bernie1

1Met Office, Exeter, UK, 2Priestley International Centre for Climate, University of Leeds, Leeds, UK

Abstract Knowledge of when specific global or local temperature levels are reached is important for

decision makers in that it provides a time frame over which adaptation strategies for temperature-related

climate impacts need to be put in place. The time frame varies depending on the adaptation strategy but can

range from a few years to the order of decades. Climate models, however, show a high degree of uncertainty

in the timing of passing specific warming levels, limiting their use in adaptation policy development. This

study examines the impact of two approaches, which may reduce the uncertainty in modeled timing of

reaching specific warming levels. First, the use of different performance metrics to preferentially weight

model ensembles and second, the application of four bias correction approaches. Using the Coupled Model

Intercomparison Project phase 5 simulations of the Representative Concentration Pathways, our results show

that both selecting models based on performance and bias correcting model data reduce the spread in

timing of specific warming levels reached in the first half of the century by up to 50% in some regions. This

implies the potential of these approaches to support adaptation planning.

1. Introduction

The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change aims to limit global annual mean tempera-

ture rise to well below 2°C above preindustrial levels (United Nations/Framework Convention on Climate

Change, 2015) based on a large body of research into what constitutes dangerous anthropogenic interfer-

ence in the climate system. Research over the recent years has focused mainly on the uncertainty in the

magnitude of the temperature threshold that would result in undesirable impacts (Field et al., 2014;

Solomon et al., 2007; Stocker et al., 2014). In this study we shift the focus from uncertainty in the magnitude

of temperature rise in a given year, to the timing of when a temperature threshold is passed. Knowing when

temperature thresholds are crossed is important because climate impacts occur at different temperatures.

For example, the sensitivity of crop to temperatures (Porter et al., 2014) differs to the impact of heat stress

thresholds on labor productivity (Dunne et al., 2013). There are also different timescales involved in the

realization of climate impacts which, together with knowledge of when a threshold may be exceeded, are

important for adaptation responses. For example, in the short term, changes in crop-related impacts might

involve planting earlier/later while long-term adaptation might consider new farming systems (Oleson

et al., 2011). A better understanding of the timing of any given temperature threshold and the associated

negative consequences would enable more effective and resilient adaptation strategies to be developed.

Past studies show a range of values of when particular temperature thresholds might be exceeded on both

the global and regional levels. Global annual mean values yield estimates of passing 2°C ranging from the

2040s to the 2060s for multimodel mean simulations of high emissions scenarios when considering decadal

to 20 year means (Collins et al., 2013; Joshi et al., 2011; Meehl et al., 2007). The best estimates of when 4°C will

be passed under high emissions scenarios range from the 2070s to 2090s (Adams et al., 2013; Betts et al.,

2011; Collins et al., 2013). Individual models project higher temperatures by the end of this century for high

emissions scenarios (Collins et al., 2013). However, in this work we focus on multimodel ensemble timings to

better capture the uncertainty in our understanding of the climate response to high forcing scenarios. These

estimates of the timings vary by up to 30 years with the uncertainty partly arising from our incomplete under-

standing of the climate’s responses to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Another source of uncertainty in

future warming levels is the specification of future emissions of GHG which depend on the interconnected

socioeconomic technical as well as political development. Other sources of uncertainty include the structural

uncertainty related to the modeling of the climate (Hawkins & Sutton, 2009). Attempts to account for these

sources of uncertainty have been made through the use of multimodel ensembles, perturbed parameter

ensembles, and a range of future radiative forcing pathways. Other factors that may also influence the
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uncertainty are the definition of passing a temperature threshold, which includes some degree of temporal

averaging (typically over decades), and the specification of a baseline from which the change is calculated.

Both of these can introduce some uncertainty although to a lesser extent than from the specification of future

GHG emissions pathways and the uncertainty in climate response (Hawkins et al., 2017; Hawkins & Sutton,

2016). The length of the averaging period is important as it reduces the impact of natural variability on warm-

ing trends; this is discussed in the following section where we define the passing of a specific warming level.

Hawkins and Sutton (2016) show that changing the reference period influences the present-day warming

relative to observations. This change in relative warming is in both magnitude and in the estimated range,

as the state of the climate during the reference period might be unlike adjacent periods, for example, if a

reference period is chosen during a period of volcanic activity which temporarily depressed global tempera-

tures relative to the several decades either side.

This study explores climate change projections from the World Climate Research Programme Coupled Model

Intercomparison Project phase 5 (CMIP5) multimodel data set (Taylor et al., 2012) to assess the impact of

model bias on the estimated timing of passing specific warming levels (SWLs). The bias explored here is sepa-

rated into two types. First, the bias is introduced by subselecting based on performance rather than including

all models in an ensemble. The motivation behind this is to explore the impact of choosing a “better” set of

models to comprise a multimodel ensemble and then to assess how this would affect the timings of passing

SWLs. The second aspect of bias examined is the impact of bias correction techniques used to reconcile

differences betweenmodel simulations of the present day and observations, an approach common in impact

studies. The motivation of examining this aspect of bias is to assess how bias correction techniques influence

the timings of passing SWLs and to understand how information on future climate changes in simulations are

affected by the process of different bias correction approaches. A novel aspect of this work is that it assesses

the impact of model selection and applying bias corrections to model simulations on the timings of crossing

temperature thresholds and the associated uncertainty, both globally and regionally (i.e., at the grid box

level). We believe that this has not been looked at in detail before and is relevant to research into future

impact assessments and associated adaptation planning.

Interpreting the uncertainty described by a climate model ensemble depends on the ensemble design, the

model independence (considered here in terms of shared formulation), and whether the models have been

evaluated (Knutti, 2010). The CMIP5 multimodel ensemble is an “ensemble of opportunity” as it does not

sample model uncertainties systematically nor randomly (Tebaldi & Knutti, 2007). Each model has been indi-

vidually evaluated to some extent, but a common approach is to include all models and assume that they are

all equally likely in lieu of a robust assessment of which models are better than others (Knutti, 2010). This

approach was adopted in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s fifth assessment report (IPCC

AR5) and all previous CMIPs. Performance-based metrics have, however, been developed to benchmark

climate models against observations of particular set of metrics. These metrics provide a measure of confi-

dence in model skill, but designing multivariate metrics is a relatively new area of research. While there is

some diversity in the literature, relatively few performance metrics exist (Barker & Taylor, 2016; Gleckler

et al., 2008; Reichler & Kim, 2008; Watterson et al., 2014). Constraining models based on how well they simu-

late observations implies model skill for present day. But this does not necessarily imply skill for future climate

change projections (Knutti, 2010; Raisanen et al., 2010; Reifen & Toumi, 2009; Sanderson & Knutti, 2012)

unless there is a clear physical relationship between observables and the projections, for example, the decline

in Arctic sea ice (Boe et al., 2009). Furthermore, knowing that models have varying skill in simulating present-

day observations (Gleckler et al., 2008; Reichler & Kim, 2008) and that there is model interdependence

(Masson & Knutti, 2011) makes the assumption of all models being equally likely harder to justify

(Sanderson et al., 2015).

Bias correction techniques try to improve the fidelity of climate projections and are used in impact studies to

better estimate the potential consequences of a particular policy or environmental change. The correction is

necessary because of limitations in our understanding of physical processes, representation of these

processes in models, uncertain historical forcing, and imperfect initialization of models. These factors mean

that simulations of present-day climate from models do not match observations. Impact studies are often

interested in changes above a particular threshold for a particular impact metric and thus require the

absolute metric value. Bias correction techniques are used in these instances to correct the differences
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from observations in a chosen baseline period (Haerter et al., 2011; Hempel et al., 2013; Piani et al., 2010). The

main assumptions in bias correction methods are that the quality of the observations determines the quality

of the bias correction, that the bias behavior is time invariant (stationarity), and that the methods cannot cor-

rect for fundamentally misrepresented physical processes (Ehret et al., 2012). The time invariant assumption

has been criticized, as there is evidence of nonstationarity in the climate response to a warming world such as

in extreme precipitation and evapotranspiration (Milly et al., 2008). Li et al., (2010) show a dependence on the

baseline period used to correct the model simulations against observations. In this study, we explore the

implications of applying four different bias correction techniques for the timing of passing SWL at global

and grid box (approximately 100 km) scales.

The first part of the analysis assesses the impact on timings of passing SWLs, globally and at the grid box

scale, of subselecting models from the CMIP5 ensemble based on different performance metrics. The second

part of the analysis studies the implications of various bias correction methods on the timings of passing SWL.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Climate Model Simulations

The climatemodel simulations used in this work were drawn from the CMIP5multimodel data set used exten-

sively in IPCC AR5. Simulations from 38 CMIP5 models are used to look at the timings of passing SWL of 2°C

and 4°C based on future forcing scenarios described by the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs,

Moss et al., 2010). The highest forcing pathway, RCP8.5 (Riahi et al., 2007), was chosen as it is the only RCP

to provide useful information on passing of 4°C. Conversely, a mitigation pathway, RCP4.5 (Clarke et al.,

2007; Smith & Wigley, 2006; Wise et al., 2009), is used to provide another pathway (in addition to RCP8.5)

passing 2°C. This was chosen as the second pathway as the lowest forcing RCP (RCP2.6) had fewer simulations

reaching 2°C, and RCP6.0 had fewer model simulations available to examine owing to its delayed release

during the CMIP5 process.

The data are available as spatially resolvedmonthly means on the native models grids and were regridded on

to a N96 grid for the purpose of comparison and aggregation. The regridding is a first-order, conservative

interpolation. The regridded data were aggregated spatially and temporally to calculate the global annual

mean near surface warming. Analysis is presented in sections 4.1.1 and 4.2.1. A similar aggregation was done

for the seasonal analysis for June/July/August and December/January/February, but as results were similar to

those for annual means the analysis of seasonal data is provided as supporting information. Analysis of

passing SWL at the grid box level is based on the spatially resolved monthly mean data with analysis in

sections 4.1.2 and 4.2.2.

The number of models in the CMIP5 ensemble used in the bias correction (36 models) analysis differs from

the previous performance metrics analysis (38 models), due to the data availability on the required time reso-

lution for the bias correction techniques. Hence, there will be differences in the raw cumulative frequencies

(CFs) and global maps of the timings of passing temperature thresholds. These models are listed in Table S1

in the supporting information.

2.2. Data and Assumptions Used for the Bias-Corrected Simulations

The baseline period chosen to perform the bias corrections is the 1986–2005 period, and the ERA-interim

data (Dee et al., 2011) are used as a proxy for the observations because the spatial coverage over the globe

is complete and gridded. The ERA-interim data were regridded to a N96 grid following the same method as

for the CMIP5 simulations.

The passing of SWL in this work is calculated relative to preindustrial temperatures. For the global annual

mean analysis of SWLs, we assume that temperature rise from preindustrial period to 1986–2005 mean is

0.61°C (Collins et al., 2013). However, for the calculation of the warming thresholds at the grid box level

the issue of how to represent the preindustrial temperature for each model becomes important because

observations are limited. A possible approximation would be of pattern scaling the model’s own warming

from preindustrial levels to the reference period so that the global annual mean warming over the reference

period matches observations (Joshi et al., 2011). This approach would introduce a model-dependent

warming pattern from preindustrial to present day. As this would contribute to the timing of passing a tem-

perature threshold in a given grid box, it may make determining the differences which arise between bias
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correction techniques more difficult to isolate. Therefore, pattern scaling was used on the multimodel mean

warming from preindustrial to the baseline period and scaled so that the global annual mean warming

matched the observed estimate of 0.61°C. This ensures that the warming from preindustrial to the

1986–2005 mean period is the same in all models, and the differences in our analysis arise only from the bias

correction techniques considered. Recent work by Hawkins et al. (2017) have found some sensitivity of

warming estimates to the choice of preindustrial time period, but extension of their study to the timing of

warming levels is beyond the scope of the present study.

Finally, in order to limit the noise of the results, only grid points where more than six models indicate a

passing of the warming threshold are considered in all figures.

2.3. The Selection Criteria: Performance Metrics

We use three performance metrics. The first is a global metric from Watterson et al., (2014) which adopts a

method, similar to that of Reichler and Kim (2008), of a single metric based on the average of the nondimen-

sional Mielke measure (root-mean-square error) for three climate impact-related parameters (the 2 m

temperature, precipitation, and the mean sea level pressure). These are time averaged over the present

day (and over the seasons). This metric has been used as a measure of model performance (Meehl et al.,

2007). However, the metric is still influenced by statistical uncertainty in the model and observations. In order

to subselect the better models, simulations were ranked based on the global mean performance (see Table 1

in Watterson et al., 2014) and the top half selected as better.

The second metric is an update of Gleckler et al. (2008) for the CMIP5 models (Flato et al., 2013). There are

several individual root-mean-square error metrics presented in this second set of metrics (e.g., near-surface

temperature, zonal and meridional winds, top of the atmosphere radiation fields, and precipitation), and

without evidence to support particular metrics being better predictors of overall model performance we

retain all the metrics examined. The subselection for this metric was based on models which had a minimum

number of variables (four in this study) performing better than the median CMIP5 error.

The final metric used in this study is from the recently published work by Barker and Taylor (2016), which

bases themetrics on variables relevant to the Earth’s energy budget. The selection criteria for this metric were

based on the top five performing metrics compared to the ensemble mean metric. Those models that

performed well in all five of these metrics were chosen.

The list of models included in the CMIP5 ensemble and the models selected by the three different perfor-

mance metrics are given in Table S1. While somemodels appear more often as better models in Table S1, this

should not be taken to imply that the performance of other models is poor rather that they do not perform as

well against the specific metrics examined here.

2.4. Bias Correction Techniques

There are a growing number of methods for correcting climate model biases. The four examined in this study

illustrate how the corrections can be applied to the modeled mean, variance, and higher moments of a

distribution (see Teutschbein & Seibert, 2012; Themeßl et al., 2011 and Watanabe et al., 2012 for more

detailed overviews).

The first bias correction technique (BC1) is the simplest. This type of linear scaling involves adjusting the

modeled future data relative to a baseline period. The observed change from the baseline period is then

added to the adjusted modeled data. The aim of this simple method is to match the modeled mean field

in the baseline period to observations.

XLS tð Þ ¼ Obase � Xbase þ Xfut tð Þ (1)

where X is the bias-corrected time series and the subscripts refer to the baseline or future periods. The

observations are denoted by “O.” This additive form of the linear scaling is typically used for temperature,

often referred to as “removal of mean bias” when looking at mean temperature changes over monthly to

annual time periods. For precipitation, a multiplier form is used. Since this technique corrects only in the

mean value, it is generally unsuitable to assess climate change impacts on processes that involve extreme

events, such as floods.
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The second bias correction technique (BC2) is a type of variance scaling and is often referred to as the change

factor method (Hawkins et al., 2013). This is a popular bias correction technique used in impact modeling due

to its simplicity (e.g., estimating river runoff in Arnell et al., 2003, Prudhomme et al., 2014). The variance scal-

ing adjusts both the modeled mean and the variance but uses the observed variability and adds the model

anomalies on to it:

XVS tð Þ ¼ Xfut þ
σXfut

σXbase

· Obase tð Þ � Xbase

� �
(2)

The sigmas are the standard deviations of the observations or simulations over the baseline period.

A simple quantile mapping technique is the third type of bias correction (BC3). In quantile mapping, the

empirical cumulative distribution probabilities are estimated using a table of empirical percentiles. Linear

interpolation is used to estimate values in between the percentiles. If the modeled values lie outside the

range of observations, the highest quantiles in the observational period are used (Themeßl et al., 2012).

This type of bias correction technique considers the entire distribution of the field in the baseline period

and is more suitable when considering changes in the extreme values, for example, in impacts related to

hydrological processes.

XQM tð Þ ¼ F
� 1
O

FX Xfut tð Þð Þð Þ (3)

where F represents the cumulative distribution function, which maps the modeled data to observations.

The Inter-Sectoral Impact Model Intercomparison Project (ISIMIP) quantile mapping technique (Hempel et al.,

2013) is the fourth type of bias correction considered in this study (BC4). This is a trend-preserving quantile

mappingmethod and was used in the ISIMIP project to look at various sector-specific climate change impacts

such as flooding (Schleussner et al., 2016) and impact on crop yields (Zhao et al., 2016). The method consists

of separating the timescales involved in the data and applying corrections on each timescale (e.g., monthly

and daily timescales to correct the monthly mean simulations). A basic corrective addition is applied to the

longest timescale which corrects the mean change seen in the modeled data using observations, thereby

preserving the “trend.” Hence, it is very similar to the linear scaling method on the annual mean timescale.

The variability is corrected on the smaller timescales by adjusting the residuals from the mean using a quan-

tile mapping transfer function based on the observed and modeled data during the baseline period. In this

work, residuals calculated on the monthly timescale are corrected using the quantile mapping technique.

XBC tð Þ ¼ Cþ Xfut tð Þ þ Δ eXfut tð Þ (4a)

C ¼ Obase � Xbase (4b)

Δ eXfut tð Þ ¼ B · Δ Xfut tð Þ (4c)

where C is the constant from the largest timescale correction factor on the mean and this step of the bias

correction preserves the trend seen in the modeled data. The correction on the residual step (equation (4c))

performs a quantile mapping on the anomaly from the mean using a parametric transfer function

constructed from the cumulative distribution functions of the observations and the modeled data over the

baseline period to derive the slope of the curve B.

3. Defining Crossing a Specific Warming Threshold

Model forced and internal variability results in global temperatures varying from year to year about a long-

term trend. The first year a SWL is passed may be followed by several years below (Joshi et al., 2011).

Therefore, how the passing of a SWL is measured needs consideration and here we look at a range of

time-averaging periods to ensure a robust calculation of SWL as the length of the averaging period can

change the time of passing a temperature threshold (Hawkins & Sutton, 2016). The cumulative frequency

distributions of global annual mean temperature rise for RCP8.5 show little variation between choosing 10,

20, and 30 years for averaging the temperatures, (Figure 1). We use a 20 year averaging period so that it is

consistent with the IPCC AR5 Working group 1. The results of this are indistinguishable from using 30 years
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for SWLs of 2°C or 4°C (not shown). The baseline period from which the

SWL is defined in this work is preindustrial unless otherwise stated, and

although the choice of the baseline period can affect the timings of

passing SWLs (Hawkins et al., 2017), we chose the period 1861–1880 for

ease of comparison with past studies of estimates of passing temperature

thresholds. In the rest of the paper we will refer to SWLs of 2°C or 4°C as

SWL2 and SWL4. In the grid box analysis, we follow the same method for

calculating the timings of crossing a SWL at each grid box and for each

model. The global maps of the grid box timings are of the mean of timings

of exceeding a SWL. Therefore, there are a different number of models

timings included in the mean for different grid boxes.

4. Results: The Impact on Timings of When 2°C and 4°C
Are Passed

4.1. Selection Based On Performance Metrics

4.1.1. The Impact of Model Selection on the Global Annual

Mean Scale

The timings of when the full set of models pass SWL2 for RCP4.5 simulations are shown as a cumulative

frequency, CF (Figure 2, top left column). Models pass SWL2 in CMIP5 from the late 2020s to 2085 with a

median year of 2050. The application of the performance metrics to RCP4.5 (Figure 2, top row) generally

results in a narrowing of the CFs shown. The metric 2 CF range is reduced by 20 years with the latest year

Figure 1. The impact of changing the time averaging period for calculating

the specific warming level (SWL).

Figure 2. The impact of applying performance metrics to the CMIP5 ensemble and the resulting change on the timings of passing a SWL2. The performance metrics

applied are (i) based on (left column) Watterson et al. (2014), (ii) (middle column) the Gleckler et al. (2008)-based metrics given in Flato et al. (2013), and (iii)

(right column) the Barker and Taylor (2016)-based metrics. The thick black line shows the original ensemble, the thin orange line indicates the subensemble made

from applying the indicated metric type. Two RCPs are shown, (top row) RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 (middle row). The timings of passing SWL4 for RCP8.5 is shown in

the bottom row. The number in the right top corner is the standard deviation of the unselected distribution.
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of passing SWL2 being 2061. The CF for metric 3 has a range from the early 2030s to 2080. The median SWL2

year is 4 years later for metric 1 CF, 2 years later for metric 2, and the same as the unselected CF for metric 3.

Similar behavior is seen for RCP8.5 CFs but with a few differences; there is a reduction in range across all

metrics but not as large as those seen for RCP4.5 (less than 10 years), and the median SWL2 year is earlier

in both metrics 1 and 2 CFs but by less than 5 years. The CF for metric 2 shows no change in the median

SWL2 year. The metric 1 CF for RCP4.5 consists of later timings of passing SWL2 compared to the full set of

models, while there is little change between the CFs for RCP8.5. This suggests that the models selected by

metric 1 are responding faster to the RCP4.5 mitigation scenario where the forcing starts to stabilize; hence,

lower temperatures are seen, compared to the increasing forcing scenario of RCP8.5. Similar behavior can

also be seen in metric 3 CFs but to a lesser degree.

Only the simulations for RCP8.5 achieved SWL4 (Figure 2, bottom row) according to our definition. The range

of years of when SWL4 is passed in the 21st century is between the late 2060s and the late 2080s. The median

year of passing SWL4 occurs in 2080 for the full model set. The range in the CFs across all three metrics is

reduced for RCP8.5 but by less than 5 years, and the median year of SWL4 for metrics 1 and 3 is earlier than

the unselected CF by 3 and 4 years, respectively. There is no change in median SWL4 seen for metric 3. This

behavior is unsurprising as the models that do attain a warming of 4°C in the 21st century will be the models

that are responding faster to the high forcing scenario of RCP8.5.

Overall, under the performance metrics chosen for this study, the models that perform better show a reduc-

tion in the range of timings of passing a global average SWLs and the potential change is on the order of

between 10 and 20 years. However, there is little difference in the median year of passing SWLs (less

than 5 years).

4.1.2. The Impact of Model Selection on the Grid Box Scale

We examine the timing of passing temperature thresholds on the grid box scale to see whether performance-

based model selection appreciably changes the timings. The spatial pattern of the timings of passing a

temperature threshold for all models is examined. The impact of model selection is presented as the spatial

pattern in the anomaly in timings for each performance-based selection relative to the all model timings.

The grid box timings of passing 2°C for the RCP4.5 simulations are in Figure 3 (top left panel) for all models.

Analysis for RCP8.5 produces very similar results, and so figures are provided in the supporting information

(Figure S2 and Table S2). The very high latitudes pass 2°C first (2000s–2010s) in RCP4.5 and are followed by

the rest of the land area (2020s to 2050s). The oceans pass 2°C later with most of the ocean having passed

2°C by the 2070s. Across the land, the pattern of when the warming crosses 2°C is consistent across both

scenarios (RCPs). This is expected as we know that the pattern of warming over land is a relatively robust

feature of most models, although the magnitude of warming especially in the high latitudes shows low

agreement. This is evident in the relatively large spread in timings of warming (greater than 40 years) in

the very high latitudes (see Figures S1 and S3, top left panel).

Over land, the use of metrics produces minimal change in the mean timings of passing 2°C and shows less

than 10 year difference in the timing from the full ensemble. Over the ocean, the most significant variation

in timings is in the Southern Hemisphere with values of up to 30 years or more surrounding Antarctica.

There are similar differences in the northern polar regions but not as spatially extensive and are shown in

the standard deviation plots in Figures S1 and S3. This is expected as the differences in the magnitude of

surface warming in polar regions have a high variability across CMIP5 models (Boe et al., 2009; Collins

et al., 2013; Mahlstein & Knutti, 2012).

The spread across the models in the full ensemble, represented here as the standard deviation, is up to

25 years over land. Both metrics 1 and 2 show overall reductions of up 50%–75% in the spread (Figures S1

and S3). Some increases are seen in metric 2. The spread seen over land for metric 3 shows more of an even

distribution of increases and decreases of up to 25%.

The grid box timings for passing 4°C for RCP8.5 simulations are shown in Figure 4 (see also Table S3). Over

land, the 4°C threshold is passed from the 2030s in the Arctic region to the 2090s by which time all the land

has passed the threshold. Most of the northern hemispheric oceans pass 4°C by 2090s, and a large part of the

southern hemispheric oceans do not pass 4°C by the end of the century. The application of metrics results in

less than 5 years of change in timings of passing 4°C over land, with some exceptions showing changes of up
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to 10 years of both later and earlier times. Over the oceans larger changes are seen in the Arctic regions of up

to 25 years later (e.g., the Norwegian Sea) across all metrics.

The spread in timings of passing 4°C for RCP8.5 is shown in Figure S5 (top left panel) and is similar to those for

SWL2 for RCP4.5, with values of up to 20 years spread over land and 10 years over the oceans. In contrast, the

spread over the polar regions shows pockets of up to 50 years. These results imply that the metrics consid-

ered in this paper do not change the mean timings of passing global SWLs and grid box-scale warming

thresholds by greater than 10 years over land. However, the ranges seen in the timings are sensitive to model

selection with the potential to reduce the spread in timings by up to 75%.

The distribution of the models’ transient climate response (TCR) in the different ensembles may partially

explain the reduction in the ranges seen, as all metrics ensembles have a similar distribution centered around

a TCR of 2°C compared to the unselected ensemble (see Figure S11). The possibility of a reduced spread in

projected timings of passing temperature thresholds would be beneficial in planning adaptation. However,

if performance metrics are to be used, it is important to ensure adequate sampling of parameters known

to be important in simulating the metrics of interest. This would give more confidence in the reduction in

the subselected ensemble spread being caused by the use of better performing models.

4.2. Selection Based On Bias Correction Techniques

Bias correction techniques try to improve the fidelity of climate projections and are used in impact studies to

better estimate the potential consequences of a particular policy or environmental change. Throughout this

section, the timings of passing SWLs derived from the uncorrected temperature simulations will be referred

to as “raw” timings and the timings derived from the bias-corrected temperature simulations are referred by

the bias correction technique (BC1, BC2, BC3, and BC4).

Figure 3. (top left) The model mean local passing of 2°C for RCP4.5 in all CMIP5 models in this study and (top right) the difference from these timings when models

are selected by performance metric 1, (bottom left) selected by performance metric 2 and (bottom right) selected by performance metric 3. Positive values in

the difference plots imply that the metric mean passes the local warming threshold later, given by the legend. White spaces are where there are less than seven

models showing a passing of threshold at grid point. This indicates that these areas have few if any models crossing SWL2 under the forcing pathway.
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Figure 4. Timings of locally passing 4°C for CMIP5 simulations of RCP8.5 and the differences from applying metrics to sub-select CMIP5 models. The metrics are the

same as those shown in Figure 3.

Figure 5. The CMIP5 global annual mean temperature times series for the raw (black) and bias-corrected simulations (red) for RCP4.5. A smoothed (20 years) median

time series is shown in thick lines for raw (black) and the bias-corrected simulations (red). The linear scaling method (BC1), the change factor CF/variance scaling

(BC2), the simple quantile mapping technique QM (BC3), and the ISIMIP bias correction technique (BC4).
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4.2.1. The Global Annual Mean Perspective

The impact of bias correction on the global annual mean temperature time series can be seen for RCP4.5 and

RCP8.5 simulations in Figure 5. The raw temperature simulations are shown in black, while the bias-corrected

simulations are given in red. The reduction in the spread of uncertainty (the thin red lines) in the temperature

close to the baseline compared to the raw simulations is evident across all four bias corrections. However, the

spread increases and resembles the raw simulations by the end of the century. This can be seen more clearly

in Figure 6 where just the 10th–90th percentile range is shown.

Figure 6. The uncertainty in the CMIP5 global annual mean temperature times series for the raw (black) and bias-corrected simulations (red) for RCP4.5. The 10th to

90th percentile range for the smoothed (20 years) time series is shown. The raw model data are in black, and the bias-corrected is given in red.

Figure 7. The effect on the timings of passing SWL2 when bias correction techniques are applied to climate change simulations under (left) RCP4.5 and (middle)

RCP8.5. The uncorrected data (raw, black), the simple linear scaling method (BC1, orange), the change factor method (BC2, red), the simple quantile mapping

technique (BC3, blue) and the trend preserving quantile mapping technique as used in ISIMIP (BC4, cyan). (right) The effect on the timings of passing SWL4. Only

climate change simulations under RCP8.5 passed SWL4 for the global annual mean warming. Please note that BC3 technique did not yield enough years in the 21st

century to construct a cumulative frequency distribution for this study.
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The timings of passing SWL2 for the raw simulations (black lines in Figure 5) result in a cumulative frequency

(CF) which has a median year of 2050 and range from 2028 to 2081 for RCP4.5 (Figure 7, left). Applying the

linear scaling method (BC1) to the simulations does not change the median value of passing SWL2.

However, the range is shifted to later years, with the earliest crossing of SWL2 occurring later (2034) and

the upper half of the distribution several years later. The second bias correction method (BC2), where the

trend is added to the observations of present day, also does not affect the median year of passing SWL2,

but the range has shifted to a few years later. The CF for the simple quantile mapping technique (BC3)

appears the most different from of all bias correction techniques. The BC3 median year of passing SWL2 is

shifted later to 2054, while the range is slightly reduced and shifted to later years (2039 to 2086). The

trend-preserving quantile mapping technique (BC4) follows the linear scaling method (BC1) which is to be

expected as on the global annual mean timescale they are similar in their methodology. The timings for

passing SWL2 for RCP8.5 simulations (Figure 7, middle) for the raw and the bias correction techniques are

closer in agreement with little difference in timings to the RCP4.5 simulations. The CF for the raw simulations

has a median timing of passing SWL2 as 2042, the earliest passing at 2026, and last in 2055. The BC3 techni-

que differs most from the raw CF and has a range in timing that is slightly larger and occurs later than the raw

CF (2032 to 2066). The other bias correction techniques are about 4 to 5 years within the raw CF.

The timings of passing SWL4 yielded results only for RCP8.5 and are shown in Figure 7 (right). The raw CF

(black) has a median year of passing SWL4 at 2079 and the earliest year at 2068 and last year in the 21st

century as 2088. The bias correction technique CFs exhibit little change in the magnitude of the range, apart

for BC2 which shows an increase by 5 years compared to the raw CF. The median SWL4 years for the BC1 and

Figure 8. The grid box timings of passing 2°C relative to preindustrial temperatures for RCP4.5 and the effect of applying different bias correction techniques (BC).

The bias correction labelled panels show the difference in years from the raw data timings. White spaces show grid points where less than sevenmodels pass the grid

box warming threshold.
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BC4 are 2 years earlier than for the raw CF, while for BC2 shows an earlier passing by 4 years. The simple

quantile mapping technique (BC3) did not yield enough years to constitute a CF of greater than six models

and therefore is not included here.

Overall, the bias correction techniques examined in this study lead to a reduction in spread in the

bias-corrected temperature times series relative to the raw time series early in the 21st century but which

converges with that of the raw time series by 2050s (Figures 5, 6, and also S6 where the 10th to 90th percen-

tiles are shown). The resulting CFs for passing SWL2 show a narrower range (earliest to last year) or little

change, except in the BC3 results for RCP8.5 where an increase seen. This is due to the reduced warming

trend in the BC3 time series which results in the later timings of passing SWL2 (see Figure 5, bottom left

column). The 10th to 90th percentile range in the CFs (Figure 6) is larger in the bias-corrected timings because

the bias correction has slightly reduced the annual mean temperature rise in the latter half of the century

(Figure 5). This results in later timings of passing the threshold than seen in the CF of the raw simulations.

The SWL4 timings show little change in the range or median SWL4 year, with the exception of BC2 results

where earlier timings of passing SWL4 are seen both in the earliest and median years and there is an increase

in range. Therefore, the choice of bias correction technique can affect the magnitude of change in the range

of SWL timings. While this study shows little change in the median timing of SWLs, the range in the timings

can shift by up to 15 years.

4.2.2. Grid Box-Scale Impacts on the Timing of Temperature Thresholds

Here we show the impact of bias corrections on passing grid box-scale warming thresholds. If the anomaly in

timings of passing a temperature threshold in a grid box is positive, then the timing based on the biased-

corrected simulations is later than the timing based on the raw simulations.

Figure 9. The grid box timings of passing 4°C relative to preindustrial temperatures for RCP8.5 and the effect of applying different bias correction techniques (BC).

White spaces show grid points where less than seven models pass the grid box warming threshold.
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The raw grid box timings of passing 2°C for the RCP4.5 are shown in Figure 8 (Figure S8 shows similar results

for RCP8.5 which are also summarized in Table S3). Land masses have reached 2°C by 2050, and the majority

of the ocean reaches 2°C by the end of the 21st century. The grid box-scale timings for the four different bias

correction techniques are in general later by 10 years over land than the raw timings, apart from BC3 which

has timings of up to 30 years later. This suggests that bias correction techniques that are based on an offset or

linear scaling (BC1, BC2, and BC4) do not affect the passing of temperature thresholds, compared to the

timings derived from the raw simulations, by more than 10 years. Over the oceans, there are substantial

differences in the grid box timings of the bias-corrected techniques compared to the raw timings especially

in the Southern Ocean where the differences are up to 40 years later. This is a region where we expect differ-

ences in warming between models related to uncertainty in future sea ice extent (e.g., see Figure S7).

However, the magnitude of the difference might also be related to the proxy model data used for observed

preindustrial temperatures in this work. The spread in timings across the bias correction techniques also

shows an overall reduction over most land and oceans points and is most evident for the passing of 2°C.

There are a few exceptions seen in the northern hemispheric tropical oceans and land. These are most

pronounced for the BC2 timings for both 2°C and 4°C (Figure 9) and in the BC3 timings for 2°C. This increase

in spread may be related to both BC2 and BC3 being constrained to the variability in temperature during the

baseline period, albeit in different ways. The reduction in spread for 2°C is more pronounced where the

timings occur early on in the 21st century (Figures 6 and S7). Only the BC3 timings show substantial differ-

ence (in terms of being comparable to or larger than the standard deviation of the raw timings) over the

ocean and in part over land in the mean timings of passing temperature thresholds. Areas in South

America and Africa show the greatest difference in timings of passing 2°C and 4°C for BC3 compared to

the raw data and the other bias correction techniques. This difference in timings is not surprising for BC3

as it is the bias correction method which corrects on the basis of the distribution of “observed” temperatures

in the baseline period and is a method that markedly changes the warming trend in the temperature times

series compared to the other three bias correction methods (see Figures 5 and S5).

The results here show that applying bias corrections to an ensemble of CMIP5 temperature simulations has

the potential to affect the range in the timings of passing temperature thresholds. Particularly, if the tempera-

ture threshold is crossed in the near term. The impact on the range of timings is scenario dependent on the

global annual mean scale. The impact on the grid box scale is typically to reduce the range in the timings for

near-term thresholds by up to 50% in some areas.

Figure 10. The mean, 10th and 90th percentiles of the timings of passing (top row) 2°C at the grid box scale and (bottom row) 4°C. These are based on the four bias

correction techniques and two forcing pathways studied in this paper. The white spaces are for where less than seven models have passed the threshold for any out

of the four bias correction techniques.
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5. Discussion and Conclusions

This work explores the impact of approaches to reduce uncertainty in the timings of passing temperature

thresholds both globally and locally. Two approaches are studied here: first, selecting model ensembles

based on a performance metric rather than assuming all models are equally likely and second, through the

application of various bias correction techniques.

Using performance metrics to validate climate models can be a useful exercise in understanding the

consequences of model development on projections of various types and an indication of model skill for

present-day simulations. However, the use of these metrics for selecting models for a future projection is

not straightforward unless the processes that are important to the change are dependent on the climate

state. Nonetheless, in the absence of additional information, it could be viewed as a necessary condition

for selection of models for future projections (Sanderson et al., 2015). Here we tried to assess if the bias from

not selecting models based on common performance metrics would affect the timing of passing tempera-

ture thresholds. On a global level, the three metrics (Figure 2) did not appear to change the year in which

the temperature passed a threshold for the median model (a difference of within 10 years). This suggests that

the metric selection has little impact on the median model year of passing SWLs for the performance metrics

considered in this paper. In contrast, the range in timings of crossing SWL2 was affected and hence the uncer-

tainty in the timing of thresholds. This could be because many quantities scale with temperature, so the use

of performance metrics to subselect model reduces the range of model temperature responses (or TCR).

There are indications of this here with metrics 1 and 2 leading to a reduced range in TCR and with metric

3 showing a similar range as the original model ensemble (Figure 2, top and middle rows). On the grid box

scale and for the ensemble mean year of passing a temperature threshold, the metric-selected model ensem-

bles show little change over land from the full model ensemble (less than 10 years) but show considerable

variation over the oceans. The latter reflects the difference in the spatial pattern of warming from the differ-

ent ensembles and is evident from the larger spread represented by the standard deviation seen over the

ocean than over land (see Figures S1 and S3). The main point illustrated by these results is that selecting

model ensembles based on performance metrics can change the spread in the timings of passing SWLs.

However, it is important to ensure that the known uncertainty in key parameters in simulating future climate

change (e.g., those governing carbon cycle feedbacks) is sampled adequately in the selected ensemble. This

would bring more confidence to the model selection as the main cause of the reduction in uncertainty. Yet

this would not address whether the metrics narrow the response for the right reason and highlights the need

for the development of other complimentary approaches such as the application of emergent constraints

(Cox et al., 2013; Qu & Hall, 2006; Wenzel et al., 2014).

Bias-correcting climate model data is common practice in impacts studies interested in absolute values of

particular parameters and their changes above important thresholds. Here we studied whether both the

application of bias correction and choice of bias correction technique would affect the timings of passing

temperature thresholds. Four bias correction techniques in common usage were chosen. All four bias correc-

tion techniques reduced the range of the global annual mean temperature rise seen in the first half of the

century (see Figures 6 and S5). As a result, the uncertainty in initial conditions and model uncertainty are

temporarily reduced by the bias correction but these uncertainties begin to grow with time and by the

end of the century match the level of the uncorrected simulations. The quantile mapping technique changed

the trend in the temperature time series, reflecting the differences in the nature of this bias correction

technique compared to the other approaches. This correction uses a simple linear regression between the

model simulation and observations as the form of the transfer function, and a different response might be

expected if another relationship was used. The global annual mean cumulative frequencies of exceeding

SWLs showed differences in the range of up to 10 years between the raw data and the corrected data timings.

The impact of bias correction on the range appears here to be scenario dependent on the global annual

mean level. For a scenario approaching stability the bias correction increases the 10th–90th percentile range

due to reduction in the annual mean temperature rise (Figure 5) resulting in later timings of SWL2.

The differences in grid box timings of exceeding the temperature thresholds compared to the raw simula-

tions were similar to the performance metrics results, with values of less than 10 years for the median timing

of temperature thresholds. The quantile mapping technique displayed the most marked change in tempera-

ture trend from the raw temperature time series and showed up to 30 years differences from the raw data
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timings over South America and central Africa (Figure 8, bottom left). All four bias correction techniques show

a reduction in the spread of up to 50% in some regions compared to the raw data for the near-term passing of

2°C. In particular, the choice of bias correction used on the temperature time series can reduce the range in

the timings of passing a warming threshold that has the potential to be reached by themiddle of this century.

In some cases, this is also true for the median year of passing the threshold (Figures S12 and S13).

Our main findings remain largely unchanged whether we look on the annual mean scale or a seasonal mean

scale (see supporting information) for the performance-based model selection. The seasonal mean changes

in timings due to the bias correction approaches are slightly larger in magnitude for parts of North America

compared to the raw data. The bias correction results suggest that North American summers are warmer, and

the winters are milder in a warming world. Consequently, the timings of passing 2°C in North America are

earlier by up to 15 years in the summer and are similarly later in the winter (Figure S22). The reduction in

the spread in the bias-corrected timings compared to the raw data is consistent with the findings seen for

the annual mean analysis.

The results of this seasonal analysis are of relevance to both the impact and adaptation community who

systematically employ bias correction techniques in their work and who are concerned with the timing of

crossing important thresholds in impact-related metrics. An effective adaptation strategy needs to account

for climate uncertainty, especially for decisions with long lifetimes (e.g., major urban infrastructure and

new irrigation projects). Decisions that are robust across a range of possible futures are recommended as part

of a framework toward effective strategies (Dessai et al., 2009; Hallegatte, 2009; Wilby & Dessai, 2010). In addi-

tion, adopting flexible or reversible decisions that will allow for adjustments later are considered better adap-

tation solutions (Hallegatte, 2009; Stafford Smith et al., 2011). For example, cities need to consider climate

change in their decisions on planned buildings and housing developments (Hallegatte et al., 2011;

Hallegatte & Corfee-Morlot, 2011; Rosenzweig et al., 2010). The timescales of such decisions are of the order

of several decades (Stafford Smith et al., 2011). Therefore, for cities in North America the reduction in the

spread of the projected warming or earlier timings of passing thresholds by 15 years may be an important

consideration for the timescale of implementing factors in the built environment such as adequate ventila-

tion and retrofitting air conditioning.

Our best estimate of the range and median timings of passing 2°C and 4°C locally are given in Figure 10 (top

and bottom rows, respectively) and are based on the four bias correction techniques and the two forcing

pathways examined here (only grid boxes where all four bias correction techniques show a passing year

are shown). The mean model estimates most of the land passes 2°C by the 2050s, and 4°C is passed by the

2080s, while the 90th percentile estimates most of the land passing 2°C and 4°C by the 2080s and the end

of the century, respectively.

This study shows that there is potential to reduce the uncertainty in the timings of passing near-term

temperature thresholds by subselecting from model ensembles on the basis of performance metrics or the

application of bias correction techniques. As these approaches can reduce the spread (by up to 50%) in

the timings for specific warming levels at the grid box scale, caution is advised in planning climate change

adaptation for locations where these potential reductions in timing uncertainty could affect decision making.
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